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1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to define the implementation of the ICCP data exchange in 
QSCADA.  This design is based on the IEC 60870-6 TASE.2 standards. 

Many of the concepts and design features of the existing QSCADA QNET product are 
applicable to data exchange using any protocol.  For this reason, the software design of 
QSCADA ICCP is strongly modeled on QNET. 

With the addition of ICCP, QNET consists of three components: 

 Proprietary QNET.  This is the original network client-server product that 
operates with a proprietary protocol to allow bi-directional data exchange and 
control between multiple QSCADA master stations. 

 RTU QNET.  This is an extension that adds support for data exchange on 
serial links using RTU protocols.  This component contains a set of servers 
for a number of different RTU protocols. 

 ICCP QNET.  This is the QSCADA implementation of ICCP.  It is also a 
network client-server product. 

All three components of QNET use exactly the same dataset definition and client mapping 
facilities, designed to provide a uniform and fully integrated family of data exchange products. 

2 ARCHITECTURE OF Q-NET 

2.1 PROPRIETARY Q-NET 
The Proprietary QNET package consists of both client and server software. 

The client software polls other members on the network for point data and forwards control 
requests from operators and application programs.  Normal polling is for exceptions, with an 
integrity (all-data) poll performed on a periodic basis. 

The server software responds to client requests by returning the requested data and 
executing (if possible) the requested controls.  Quality codes, such as manual set and 
telemetry failed, are transmitted along with the data.  In device control operations, tags on the 
server system are respected. 

Any member of the QNET network can act as either a client or a server or both.  The 
relationship between any pair of members may be fully bi-directional.  That is, both members 
may act as both client and server to each other.  Furthermore, any member may act as a 
server to multiple clients, and at the same time act as a client with multiple servers. 
Establishment of the connections is the responsibility of the client software. 

The client and server software consists of two separate programs.  Every member of the 
network runs a separate copy of the server program for each (client) member that wants data 
from it.  Similarly, every member of the network also runs a separate copy of the client 
program for each (server) member that it wants data from.  In a bi-directional link between 
two partners, this means that each partner runs both a client program and a server  

By defining groups of points called virtual RTUs, the system manager (a human being) on 
each server system defines which points in his database are accessible for polling and 
control by other member systems on the network. 
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The virtual RTUs are defined using a Virtual RTU editor. A virtual RTU is a group of analog, 
status, accumulator, and control points.  The Virtual RTU editor is described in detail in 
section 2.3. 

The system manager controls which clients can access which virtual RTUs by means of a 
Client Mapping editor.  Each page of this editor defines the access of one client.  The Client 
Mapping editor is described in detail in section 2.4. 

2.2 ICCP Q-NET 
The general description in the previous section applies almost entirely to the ICCP 
component of QNET. 

The one significant difference is that the data exchange in ICCP is not based on polling.  
Instead, the client defines and enables transfer sets in the server and then just waits for data 
from the server. 

A transfer set is an entity that specifies a dataset and a set of transmission parameters 
(conditions for transmitting the dataset).  A dataset is a subset of the points contained in a 
virtual RTU. 

For each transfer set that is enabled, the server monitors the conditions that would trigger a 
transfer.  Whenever any of the conditions are true, the server transmits the dataset.  Report 
by exception, with or without periodic integrity transmissions, is supported. 

In QSCADA ICCP, a Transmission Parameters editor is provided that allows the user to 
define various sets of transmission parameters for the client program to use.  This editor is 
described in section 2.5. 

In ICCP, datasets are defined by the client, who downloads the definitions to the server.  The 
QSCADA client defines datasets to match its scan table. 

If the server is not a QSCADA system, the client needs to know the names of the point 
variables on the server that correspond to the client's scan table.  This list of names is 
defined in a Remote Names List editor, described in section 2.6. 

Details of the operation of the ICCP client and server programs for point data exchange and 
control are provided in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Operation of the client and server programs for operator messaging is described in Chapter 
6.  Operator workstations to which messages may be directed are defined in the QNET 
Configuration editor, which is described in section 2.7. 

2.3 VIRTUAL RTU EDITOR 
A virtual RTU is a group of points from which datasets may be created.  A dataset is a subset 
of points that may be transmitted on a single poll or using a common set of transmission 
parameters. 

Each QSCADA virtual RTU contains sections for each of four types of points: 

 Status 

 Analog 

 Accumulator 
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 Control 

Each of these sections can contain up to 256 points (for a total of 1024 points in the virtual 
RTU). 

The format of the Virtual RTU editor (for status points) is shown in Figure 2.3-1. 

To switch to another point type, the user clicks on the corresponding box at the top of the 
screen.  To advance through the virtual RTUs, the user can use the PAGE 
FORWARD/BACKWARD functions, or enter the desired virtual RTU number in the VRTU # 
field at the top left of the screen. 

For each point in the virtual RTU, the user specifies the following: 

POINT NAME.  This is the point name in the QSCADA database. 

ABCD FLAGS.  These are four flags each of which has a value of either 1 (True) or 0 
(False). 

The meaning of these flags depends on the data exchange protocol.  For ICCP, they have 
the following meanings: 

A. Modifiable.  If true, a client can update the point's value.  For status and 
analog sections of the virtual RTU only. 

B. Warn on Modify Error.  True, the server will warn the client if an attempt to 
modify a data value fails because the point is manually set at the server.  If 
false, the server will not update the point but NOT notify the client.  The 
purpose of this is to allow point values at the server to be overridden by the 
operators without disturbing the client. 
This applies to all points in the analog and status sections of the virtual RTU.  
In the control section of the virtual RTU, it also applies to points that do not 
have control addresses. 

C. Interlocked.  If true, the client must perform a Select before an Operate on 
a control request (control section only). 

D. VMD Scope.  If true, the data object will have VMD scope (instead of 
domain scope).  The standard object names will be prefixed with the Domain 
defined in the QNET server configuration. 

XYZ PARAMETERS.  The ranges of these parameters are as follows: 

X:  0-255 
Y:  0-255 
Z:  0-15 

The meaning of the parameters depends on the data exchange protocol.  For ICCP, these 
fields have the following meanings: 

X: Not used 
Y: Not used 
Z: Transmitted data type 
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This field specifies to the server what data type to use when sending the point's value back to 
the client.  It also specifies what data type to expect when the client updates the point or 
issues a setpoint value. 

See Chapter 3 for a summary of the supported data types. 

 
Figure 2.3-1: Virtual RTU Editor (First Page of Status Section) 
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2.4 CLIENT MAPPING EDITOR 
The format of the Client Mapping Editor (QLINK) is shown in Figure 2.4-1.  Each page of this 
editor defines a link to a client. 

The editor fields are as follows: 

 CLIENT.  This is the QNET configuration entry name for ICCP.  This name 
must match an entry in the QNET editor.   

 DOMAIN.  This is the local ICCP domain. 

 PROTOCOL.  This is the name of the protocol. 
For an ICCP link, this field should be entered as "ICCP". 
For each link, a server process runs on the host computer under the name 
xxxxSVyy, where "xxxx" is the protocol name and "yy" is the link number (eg. 
ICCPSV02 for a server operating the ICCP protocol on link #2). 

 BILATERAL TABLE ID.  This is the version number of the Bilateral 
Agreement.  For ICCP only.   

 MAX DATA RATE.  This is the maximum data throughput (PDU bits) that will 
be allowed by the server, expressed in Kbits per second.  For ICCP only. 

 MAX BUFFER SIZE.  This is the maximum size of user data packet (in 
bytes) that the server will use to send data back to the client.  In ICCP, this is 
the maximum PDU size. 

 CRITICAL RESPONSE TIME.  This is the time limit that the server will wait 
for an acknowledgement of a critical information report.  See section 4.3.5. 

 COMMUNICATION PORT.  This is the communication port name (eg. 
LTA12).  For RTU servers only. 

 BAUD RATE.  This is the desired baud rate for the communication port.  For 
RTU servers only. 

 LINK STATUS.  This is the name of a status point whose state will represent 
the status of the link (connect/disconnect). 

 DATA RATE.  This is the name of an analog point whose value will represent 
the actual PDU data throughput in bits per second.  This value is updated by 
the server every 15 seconds and is based on activity of the last 15 seconds.  
For network components of QNET only. 

 AVG DATA RATE.  This is the name of an analog point whose value will 
represent the average PDU data throughput in bits per second.  This value is 
updated by the server every minute and is based on the activity of the last 15 
minutes.  For network components of QNET only. 

 RTU MAPPING.  This table is used to assign a virtual RTU number to each 
of up to 64 physical RTU numbers that may be polled for on this link.  The 
tables entries are as follows: 

 RTU. This is a physical RTU number.  These are the RTU 
numbers polled for by non-ICCP clients. 
For ICCP, these should be left blank. 

 VRTU. This is the virtual RTU number assigned to the physical 
RTU specified in the "RTU" column. 
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 M. This is a Modifiable flag.  A value of "M" in this field specifies 
that requests to modify values in the analog, status and 
accumulator sections of the corresponding virtual RTU are to be 
honored via this link. This allows the system manager to permit 
Modify access to some virtual RTUs for certain clients but disallow 
Modify access to the same virtual RTUs for other clients.  Access 
is disallowed by leaving this flag blank. 

NOTE  
Any attempt to modify a value in a virtual RTU is also controlled by the 
point's individual Modifiable flag (the "A" in the ABCD flags on the Virtual 
RTU editor), but this applies to ALL clients. 

 C. This is a Controllable flag.  A value of "C" in this field specifies 
that control requests are to be honored on the corresponding 
virtual RTU via this link.  This allows the system manager to permit 
control access to some virtual RTUs for certain clients but disallow 
control access to the same virtual RTUs for other clients. 
 
In the example of Figure 2.4-1, controls directed to the control 
section of virtual RTU #12 from client "NCC" would be honored, 
while controls to virtual RTU #13 from the same client would not 
be honored. 

 STOP LINK.  By selecting this target, the system manager can shut down 
the server and disable the link.  The server issues and Abort request and 
then exits.  The client will then no longer be able to re-establish a connection. 

 RESTART LINK.  By selecting this target, the system manager enables the 
link and restarts the server.  If the link was already enabled, this operation 
serves as a reset function since the server issues an Abort request before 
restarting.  Either way, the client must reconnect. 

 AUTO START?  By selecting this checkbox, the system will automatically 
start the QNET server on reboot. 
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Whenever changes are made to the client mapping or to any of the relevant virtual RTU 
definitions, the server must be restarted, either via the RESTART LINK target or via a 
failover. 

 
Figure 2.4-1: Client Mapping Editor 

2.5 TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS EDITOR 
The Transmission Parameters editor allows the user to specify, for his client program, sets of 
transmission parameters to use for the various datasets.  The same set of transmission 
parameters can be used for more than one dataset. 

The format of the Transmission Parameters editor is shown in Figure 2.5-1. 

For each set of transmission parameters, the user specifies the following: 

 DESCRIPTION.  This is just a text description of the transmission 
parameters. The text can be up to 60 characters in length. 

 PRE-DEFINED DATASET (Y/N).  This is a flag to indicate to the client that 
any dataset associated with this transfer set can be assumed to be 
pre-defined at the server and should not be defined to the server. 
If the server is a QSCADA server, this flag should always be set to "N", 
because the QSCADA server does not have any pre-defined datasets. 

 NAME.  If the dataset is pre-defined, this field contains the name of the 
dataset.  Used only if the PRE-DEFINED DATASET flag above is "Y". 

 PRE-ALLOCATED TRANSFER SET (Y/N).  This is a flag to indicate to the 
client that the server has pre-allocated a transfer set for this dataset.  The 
client may overwrite it, in fact it must overwrite the transfer set in order to 
start it.  But it does not need to issue a Get Next Transfer Set Name request 
to obtain the name of the transfer set.  The name is specified in the 
associated NAME field.  If the server is a QSCADA server, this flag should 
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always be set to "N", because the QSCADA server does not have any 
pre-allocated datasets. 

 NAME.  If the transfer set is pre-allocated, this field contains the name of the 
transfer set.  Used only if the PRE-ALLOCATED DATASET flag above is "Y". 

 INTERVAL.  This is the time interval, in seconds, for the server to send 
periodic reports.  Used if the INTERVAL TIMEOUT flag below is set to "Y". 

 TIME LIMIT FOR EXECUTION.  This is the time limit within which the server 
must report.  In this implementation, this field is not supported by the server.  
It is supported by the client in the sense that it is included in the transfer set 
requests made to the server, but its use is not verified (i.e., the client does 
not check whether transfer reports are late). 

 BUFFER TIME.  This is the time, in seconds, that the server is to use for 
buffering Object Change conditions. 

 INTEGRITY CHECK.  This is the time interval, in seconds, at which the 
server is to send all-data reports.  Used if the INTEGRITY TIMEOUT flag 
below is set to "Y". 

 EVENT CONDITION REQUESTED.  This is a code describing an external 
event that is to trigger a transfer.  Used if the OTHER EXT. EVENT flag 
below is set to "Y". 
In the present implementation, this is not supported by the server. 

 BLOCK DATA.  This is a flag, which if set to "Y", specifies that transfer 
reports are to be blocked (i.e., use a mutually agreed block data reporting 
format).  Not supported by either client or server in this implementation. 

 CRITICAL.  This is a flag, which if set to "Y", specifies that the server is to 
expect an acknowledgement of its transfer reports.  If the server is not 
capable of receiving transfer report acknowledgements, then set this field to 
“N”. 

 RBE Corresponding ICCP This is a flag, which if set to "Y", specifies that the 
server is to send only exceptions in its transfer reports (except in the case of 
an integrity timeout, in which case it will send all data). 

 INTERVAL TIMEOUT Corresponding ICCP This is a flag, which if set to "Y", 
specifies that the server is to send periodic transfer reports, at an interval 
given by the INTERVAL field above. 

 OBJECT CHANGE Corresponding ICCP This is a flag, which if set to "Y", 
specifies that the server is to send transfer reports when ANY object in the 
dataset changes in either value or quality.  Actual transmission is delayed by 
the BUFFER TIME delay, if this delay time is non-zero. 

 INTEGRITY TIMEOUT.  Corresponding ICCP This is a flag, which if set to 
"Y", specifies that the server is to send periodic all data reports, at an interval 
given by the INTEGRITY CHECK field above. 
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Figure 2.5-1: Transmission Parameters Editor 
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2.6 REMOTE NAMES LIST EDITOR 
The Remote Names List editor allows the user to specify, for his client program, the variable 
names on the target server system that correspond to the database points on the user's 
QSCADA system. 

Each record of the Remote Names List editor contains sections for each of four types of 
points… 

 Status 

 Analog 

 Accumulator 

 Control 

…plus a check back section to define the server's check back values associated with the 
devices in the Control section. 

Each of these sections can contain up to 256 names.  The format of the Remote Names List 
editor (for status points) is shown in Figure 2.6-1. 

To switch point types, select the checkbox for the type of point desired.  To advance through 
the names records, the user can use the PAGE FORWARD/BACKWARD functions, or enter 
the desired list record number in the LIST # field at the top right of the screen. 

For each name in the list, the user specifies the following: 

 REMOTE POINT NAME.  This is the alphanumeric name, which can be up to 
30 characters in length.  In the CHECKBACK section, if the first character of 
the name is "#", then the client expects a checkback of MMS data type 
Interlocked_CheckBackName, which is an Integer16.  If the first character is 
not "#", then the client expects a checkback of MMS data type 
Visible-String-32, which is a string. 

 S.  This is the scope of the corresponding named variable: 
V = VMD-specific 
D = Domain-specific 
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Figure 2.6-1:  Remote Names List Editor (first page of Status Section) 

2.7 ADDRESSING EDITOR 
The Addressing Editor allows for definition of the Application Reference (AR) names to be 
used by ICCP.  The editor is show in figure 2.7-1 below.  The Name entries from this editor 
will be used in the QNET configuration editor for ICCP.  Note that all names are case 
sensitive.  The editor consists of the following entries: 

 Name.  This required field is the Application Reference Name and is an ASCII string 
of up to 32 characters (case-sensitive).  This is the network object name that the 
client or server declares for itself. 

 IP Address.   This is the TCP/IP address of the local or remote entity. 

 AP Title.  This is an optional field, however, it is almost always used.  It is an Object 
Identifier representing the Applications Process Title given to this application.  It is a 
series of up to 16 digits.  Its typical use is as follows:  The first value is usually 1 (the 
valid range is 0 to 2). The second value is usually 1, 2 or 3 (the valid range is 0 to 
39). The third value is open for international assignment. For local addressing 
(always the case), use 9999. The rest of the values are arbitrary, however, a 
standard format is recommended. Such as a two digit invocation instance identifier 
(similar to a communication line number). An example of an AP Title is /1 3 9999 37/ 
where 37 is the invocation instance identifier. 

 AE Qual. This optional field is used to qualify the Application Entity and is a long 
integer value.  Suggest using the two digit innovation instance of the AP Title. 

 AP Invoke.  This optional field is used to identify an invocation instance of the 
Application Process and is a long integer value.  Suggest leaving this field blank. 

 AE Invoke. This optional field is used to identify an innovation instance of the 
Application Entity and is a long integer value. Suggest leaving this field blank. 

 PSEL.  This required field represents the Presentation Selector used to select the 
appropriate application layer services and is an octet string. There is no significant 
meaning attached to the selectors, they are arbitrarily assigned. Suggest the field 
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should be at least four digits long, using leading zeros. Suggest that PSEL, SSEL 
and TSEL be the same for an invocation instance, the next invocation instance would 
be incremented by 1. For example, the first entry would have a PSEL, SSEL and 
TSEL of /0001/0001/0001/ and the next entry would be /0002/0002/0002/. 

 SSEL. This required field represents the Session Selector used to select the 
appropriate presentation layer services and is an octet string.  For suggested use, 
see PSEL. 

 TSEL. This required field represents the Transport Selector used to select the 
appropriate session layer services and is an octet string.  For suggested use, see 
PSEL. 
 

 

 

Figure 2.7-1:  Addressing Editor  

2.8 Q-NET CONFIGURATION EDITOR 
The QNET Configuration editor defines the configuration of links to other systems.  The main 
editor window, illustrated in Figure 2.8-1, contains the following sections: 

 Remote system: contains details of the configuration. 

 Client Info: contains details of the remote client(s). 

 Server Info: contains details of the local server(s). 

The Client Info and Server Info contents are described below.  In these sections, the various 
entry name fields are defined in fours in order to support quad-redundant system 
configurations.  There is one entry for computer "A" of the system and another entry for 
computer "B", “C”, and “D”.  If the system is a single-computer system, only the computer "A" 
entry is used. 

The Client Info section contains the following data fields: 
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 Domain.  This is the name of the domain at the server where the client can 
create and find domain-specific data.  The maximum length of this name is 
15 characters.  The domain name is case-sensitive. 

 Local (Client) AR Names.  These are four 15-character node entries that 
represent the client at the local (the client's own) system.  These entries are 
case-sensitive. 

 Remote (Server) AR Names.  These are four 15-character node entries that 
represent the server at the remote system.  These entries are case-sensitive. 

 Operator Stations.  This section is not used. 

The Server Info section contains the following data fields: 

 Domain.  This is the name of the domain that the server will create for the 
client.  This name is prefixed to all object names in VMD scope.  The domain 
name is case-sensitive. 

 Site ID.  This field is not used. 

 Mailbox Name.  This field is not used. 

 Local (Server) AR Names.  These are four 15-character node entries that 
represent the server at the local system.  These correspond to local server 
AR entries.  These entries are case-sensitive. 

 Remote (Client) AR Names.  These are four 15-character node entries that 
represent the client at the remote system. 
The server on the local system compares AR Names in received association 
requests against these AR entries.  If a match is found, the association is 
accepted.  These entries are case-sensitive. 

 Operator Stations.  This section is not used. 
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Figure 2.8-1:  QNET Configuration Editor 

 
 

3 ICCP DATA STRUCTURES 

3.1 BILATERAL TABLE 

3.1.1 Server 

The Bilateral Table used by the QSCADA ICCP server program is defined largely by the 
contents of the Virtual RTU and Client Mapping editors.  These two together specify: 

 the points accessible to each client, with their 
corresponding data types 
access control (read, modify, control) 

 configuration and performance parameters 
version of the Bilateral Table 
maximum data rate 

The list of operator stations on other ICCP nodes on the network is contained in a text file 
which is described in Chapter 6.  This file is used by both the client and the server. 
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3.1.2 Client 

The QSCADA ICCP client program is a scan task where the communication line is a network 
link.  A separate scan task runs for each link to another member. 

The Bilateral Table used by each scan task is defined by its Scan Table, which is a QSCADA 
data structure that contains an ordered list of the points telemetered by the scan task.  The 
Scan Table is created for the scan task by the QSCADA Station Editor. 

If the server is a QSCADA server, the names of the points on the server are determined from 
the telemetry addresses of the points at the client.  In a QSCADA server, all points should be 
domain-specific scope. 

If the server is a non-QSCADA system, the names and scope of the points on the server that 
correspond to those in the client's Scan Table are defined via the Remote Names List editor. 

3.2 DATA VALUES 

3.2.1 Data Value Objects 

A Data Value object in a QSCADA ICCP server system corresponds to an entry in the 
analog, status or accumulator section of the Virtual RTU editor. 

Each client can be assigned access to as many as 64 virtual RTUs.  (The collection of virtual 
RTUs assigned to the client is essentially the server's instantiation of the bilateral table.) 

The client may create any number of datasets from each virtual RTU.  Each dataset may 
contain data values from only one virtual RTU. 

The object identifiers of Data Value objects have the following form: 

VRn_tp 

where: 

n = virtual RTU number (1 - 1023) 

t = virtual RTU section (ie. point type) 
= "AN" for analog 
= "ST" for status 
= "AC" for accumulator 

p = point number (0 - 255) 

Both "n" and "p" are variable-width substrings; i.e., no leading zeros.  For example, analog 
point 56 in virtual RTU 23 would have the name: 

VR23_AN56 

The accumulator objects (VRn_ACp) were designed for use by RTU protocol QNET servers, 
but can also be used in ICCP (where they are treated as regular analog data values). 

If the server is a non-QSCADA server, the QSCADA client obtains the object name of each 
data value from the Remote Names List editor (see section 2.6).  The maximum length of 
data value object name supported by the client is 30 characters. 
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A Data Value object is instantiated and mapped to an actual point at the server if the 
corresponding entry in the Virtual RTU editor contains a QSCADA point name with a correct 
data type specification ("Z" code).  If the data type specification is invalid, a data value object 
is not created for that point. 

3.2.2 Scope 

The QSCADA server instantiates all data values in the client's domain.  The QSCADA client 
supports a mix of VMD-specific and domain-specific data values.  If the server is a 
non-QSCADA server, the QSCADA client obtains the scope of each data value from the 
Remote Names List editor (see section 2.6). 

3.2.3 Analog Data Value Types 

Both client and server support the following MMS data types for analog points: 

Data Type Code MMS Data Type 

1 Data_Real 
2 Data_Discrete 
3 Data_RealQ 
4 Data_DiscreteQ 
5 Data_RealQTimeTag 
6 Data_DiscreteQTimeTag 
7 Data_RealExtended 
8 Data_DiscreteExtended 

On the server side, the data type code of the desired data type must appear in the point's "Z" 
field in the Virtual RTU editor.  This specifies to the server the data type to use when sending 
the point's value. 

On the client side, the data type code of the desired data type is part of the point's telemetry 
address (which is defined in the Station Editor).  This code specifies to the client the data 
type to use when unpacking and storing the point's received value. 

For analog data types 5 to 8, the server sets the TimeStamp component to zero and sets the 
TimeStampQuality attribute to INVALID.  If the timestamp is invalid, the scan task uses the 
time of the report. 

Neither the client nor the server make any use of the COV Counter component of analog data 
types 7 and 8.  The client ignores the COV counter and the server sets it to zero. 

3.2.4 Analog Quality Codes 

The Data_Flags component of transmitted analog data values is prepared by the server 
according to the table given below. 

QSCADA Quality Validity Corresponding ICCP Current Source 

NORMAL VALID TELEMETERED 
TELEMETRY FAILED (OLD) HELD TELEMETERED 
MANUALLY SET VALID ENTERED 
CALC FROM MANSET VALID TELEMETERED 

The QSCADA "NORMAL" quality code shown in the table above is not the normal state of the 
point.  It's a quality code that means the point is being updated normally. 

The server does not use the ICCP "CALCULATED" current source code. 
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The server sets the ICCP NormalValue flag to "0" if the point's transmitted value is within the 
point's QSCADA alarm limits.  The flag is set to "1" if the point is in violation of its 
pre-emergency, emergency or reasonability limits. 

If the required data type is discrete (integer), the server integerizes the analog point's floating 
point value by truncation.  If the result does not fit into the integer, the server sends a value of 
zero with a validity code of "NOTVALID".  In this case, the QSCADA ICCP client will ignore 
the new value and just set the receiving point's quality code to "TELEMETRY FAILED" (i.e., 
old). 

3.2.5 Status Data Value Types 

Both client and server support the following MMS data types for analog points: 

Data Type Code MMS Data Type 

1 Data_State 
2 Data_StateQ 
3 Data_StateQTimeTag 
4 Data_StateExtended 

For status data types 3 and 4, the server sets the TimeStamp component to zero and sets 
the TimeStampQuality attribute to INVALID.  If the timestamp is invalid, the client uses the 
time of the report. 

The server has the capability to buffer up to seven status changes between reports.  For 
status data type 4, the server sends the current status value and sets the COV Counter value 
appropriately.  (The client uses the COV Counter component of status data type 4 to record 
multiple status changes at the client system.)  For status data types 1 to 3, the server just 
sends the current status value. 

3.2.6 Status Quality Codes 

The Validity and Current Source components of transmitted status data values are prepared 
by the server according to the table given below. 

QSCADA Quality Validity Corresponding ICCP Current Source 

NORMAL VALID TELEMETERED 
TELEMETRY FAILED (OLD) HELD TELEMETERED 
MANUALLY SET VALID ENTERED 
CALC FROM MANSET VALID TELEMETERED 

The QSCADA "NORMAL" quality code shown in the table above is not the normal state of the 
point.  It's a quality code that means the point is being updated normally. 

The server does not use the ICCP "CALCULATED" current source code. 

The server sets the ICCP NormalValue flag to "0" if the point's transmitted value is the point's 
normal state (as defined in the Station Editor).  Otherwise, the flag is set to "1". 
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3.3 DATASETS 

3.3.1 Dataset Objects 

The names of the datasets that the QSCADA client creates at the server are of the form: 

VRn_C 

where: 

n = virtual RTU number 
C = scan group number (see PARAMETER 1 in section 5.2.2) 

3.3.2 Scope 

The QSCADA server creates dataset objects with the scope requested by the client. 

When it requests that datasets be created, the QSCADA client specifies the scope to be 
domain-specific. 

3.4 TRANSFER SETS 

3.4.1 Transfer Set Objects 

In a QSCADA ICCP server, the object names of transfer sets are of the form: 

TSn 

where 

n = transfer set number 
Example:  TS5 for transfer set 5) 

The server allocates object space for 32N transfer sets for its client, where N is the number of 
virtual RTUs assigned to the client via the Client Mapping editor. 

3.4.2 Scope 

Transfer sets and special transfer set variables are domain-specific. 

3.4.3 Special Transfer Set Variables 

The following special transfer set variables are used by both the client and the server.  All of 
these variables are domain-specific. 

Variable Name Type 

Next_DSTransfer_Set MMS ObjectName 
Transfer_Set_Name MMS ObjectName 
DSConditions_Detected DSConditions 
Transfer_Set_Time_Stamp GMTBasedS 
Transfer_Report_ACK MMS ObjectName 
Transfer_Report_NACK MMS ObjectName 

Only the first of these variables can be read using an MMS Read request.  For the others, an 
MMS Read request is NAKed, with an error code OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class 
ACCESS. 
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3.5 DEVICES 

3.5.1 Device Objects 

A Device object in a QSCADA ICCP server system corresponds to an entry in the control 
section of the Virtual RTU editor. 

The object identifiers of Device objects have the following form: 

VRn_COp 

where: 

n = virtual RTU number 
p = control point number in control section of dataset 

Example: 
VR23_CO225 for control point 225 in virtual RTU 23 

A Device object is instantiated and mapped to an actual control point at the server if the 
corresponding entry in the Virtual RTU file contains a point name. 

3.5.2 Scope 

The QSCADA server instantiates all devices in the client's domain.  Therefore, if the 
QSCADA client knows that the server is a QSCADA server, it should request that all devices 
are domain-specific. 

The QSCADA client supports a mix of VMD-specific and domain-specific device objects.  If 
the server is a non-QSCADA server, the QSCADA client obtains the scope of each data 
value from the Remote Names List editor (see section 2.6). 

3.5.3 Device Types 

The ControlPointType of an instantiated Device object depends on the type of QSCADA 
point.  The ControlPointType is: 

 COMMAND if the QSCADA point is a status point 

 SETPOINT if the QSCADA point is an analog point 

In the case of SETPOINT, the SetPointType is determined at the server by the "Z" code in the 
control section of the Virtual RTU editor as shown in the table below: 

Z  SetPointType 
1 = Real 
2 = Discrete 

At the client, the SetPointType is determined by the "B" field of the point's TELEMETRY 
ADDRESS.  See section 5.2.5. 
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The Interlocked attribute (ICCP DeviceClass) for both command points and setpoints is 
determined at the server by the "C" flag of the ABCD field in the Virtual RTU editor (control 
section).  The Interlocked attribute is: 

INTERLOCKED if the "C" flag is True 
NONINTERLOCKED if the "C" flag is False 

At the client, the Interlocked attribute for both command points and setpoints is determined by 
the "C" part of the control address.  See section 5.2.5. 

3.6 MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES 

3.6.1 Bilateral_Table_ID 

This is a domain-specific variable of type Visible-String-32. 

In QSCADA ICCP, the maximum length of this variable is 30 characters. 

3.6.2 Supported_Features 

This is a VMD-specific variable of type supported features. 

When the client issues a read request for this variable, the QSCADA server returns a 12-bit 
bitstring as follows: 

Block Description Supported 

1 Basic services Yes 
2 Extended data set condition monitoring Yes 
3 Blocked transfers No 
4 Operator stations No 
5 Device control Yes 
6 Programs No 
7 Events No 
8 Accounts No 
9 Time series No 
10 Undefined No 
11 Undefined No 
12 Undefined No 

3.6.3 ICCP_Version 

This is a VMD-specific variable of type ICCPVersion.  In QSCADA ICCP: 

MajorVersionNumber = 5 
MinorVersionNumber = 1 
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4 ICCP SERVER 

Each link to a client is served by a separate instance of the server.  The process name of 
each server is of the form: 

ICCPSVnn 

where "nn" is the Client Mapping record number. 

The server's Bilateral Table for each client is defined in the Virtual RTU and Client Mapping 
editors. 

The functions of the server are as follows: 

At startup: 

 Decode the last two digits of the process name to obtain the Client Mapping 
record. 

 Read the Bilateral Table (the Client Mapping record and all associated virtual 
RTU definitions), and instantiate all the data value objects (VRn_tp) assigned 
to the client. 

 Set the Link Status point to "Unconnected" and zero the Data Rate points. 

 Obtain the client's AR names from the REMOTE NODE NAMES fields of the 
  Server Data section of the appropriate QNET Configuration record and 
register them remotely. 

 Obtain the server's own AR names from the LOCAL NODE NAMES fields of 
the Server Data section of the appropriate QNET Configuration record and 
register them locally. 

 The QNET Configuration record is found by matching the CLIENT field of the 
Client Mapping editor against the REMOTE SYSTEM NAME field of the 
QNET Configuration editor. 

 Create a domain for the client, where the domain name is obtained from the 
QNET Configuration file. 

Perform the necessary handshaking and validation on initial association with the client.  This 
involves matching the client AR name in the received association indication against those 
obtained and recorded at startup. 

Validate received definitions of datasets and transfer sets. 

Perform the condition monitoring specified in the transmission parameters of all the enabled 
transfer sets.  Transmit data when transmission conditions are true. 

Service control requests from the client. 

 For an interlocked control, the server validates the select request and returns 
a checkback reply.  The client then issues the execute request.  The server 
then initiates a QSCADA control operation for the appropriate control point 
specified in the dataset. 
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 This causes other software in the master station to forward a control 
message sequence to the RTU specified by the control point's QSCADA 
control address (as defined via the Station editor).  Controls on the RTUs on 
this communication line may or may not involve a two-step control procedure. 

Service operator message requests.  These are described in Chapter 6. 

4.1 ASSOCIATION CONTROL 

4.1.1 Associate 

This function is mapped to the MMS Initiate service.  The client issues it only.  On reception 
of an MMS Initiate indication: 

 The server matches the client AR name contained in the received 
association indication against those obtained and recorded at startup (the 
ones obtained from the QNET Configuration file). 
If there is no match, the server NAKs the request (negative MMS Initiate 
response). 

 On acceptance of the association, the server ACKs the request (positive 
MMS Initiate response), with the following arguments: 
 
Local Detail Called  = max PDU size 
Negotiated Max Serv Outstanding Calling  = 5 
Negotiated Max Serv Outstanding Called   = 5 
Negotiated Data Structure Nesting Level  = 4 
Init Response Detail  = see below 

The negotiated maximum PDU size that the server returns in the Local Detail Called 
argument is determined as the lesser of the value that was proposed by the client (via the 
Local Detail Calling argument) and the value of MAX BUFFER SIZE on the Client Mapping 
editor. 

The Init Response Detail consists of: 

 Negotiated MMS Version Number = provided by the MMS provider 

 Negotiated Parameter CBB = same as that proposed by the QSCADA client 
(see section 5.3.2) 

 Services Supported Called = bitstring formed to represent column "S" of the 
MMS Services Supported Table in Chapter 8. 

The server then sets the Link Status point to "Connected" and zeros the Data Rate points. 

When the client sends an MMS Read service request for the variable Bilateral_Table_ID, the 
server returns the value defined in its Client Mapping record. 

When the client sends an MMS Read service request for the variable ICCP_Version, the 
present implementation of the server returns the value 5.1. 
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When the client sends an MMS Read service request for the variable Supported_Features, 
the server returns a 12-bit bitstring representing the ICCP conformance table of Chapter 7. 

Block Description Supported 

1 Basic services Yes 
2 Extended data set condition monitoring Yes 
3 Blocked transfers No 
4 Operator stations Yes 
5 Device control Yes 
6 Programs No 
7 Events No 
8 Accounts No 
9 Time series No 
10 Undefined No 
11 Undefined No 
12 Undefined No 

4.1.2 Conclude 

This function is mapped to the MMS Conclude service.  In this implementation, there are no 
conditions that cause the server to issue a Conclude request to the client. 

When a Conclude indication is received from the client, the server: 

 ACKs the request (positive MMS Conclude response). 

 Deselects any interlocked controls that are presently selected by the client. 

 Stops all condition monitoring and destroys all transfer set objects. 

 Sets the Link Status point to "Disconnected", and zeros the Data Rate points. 

When connection is re-established, the client must re-issue Start Transfer Set requests to 
restart the transfer sets.  For each transfer set, the client must use the Get Next Transfer Set 
Name function to obtain a new transfer set name. 

NOTE 
The QSCADA server preserves the dataset definitions across loss of connections. 

See section 4.2.3. 

4.1.3 Abort 

This function is mapped to the MMS Abort service. This request is issued to the client by the 
server when the operator performs a STOP LINK or RESTART LINK function (via targets on 
the Client Mapping editor). 

 On a STOP LINK operation the server exits after issuing the Abort request. 

 On a RESTART LINK operation, the server exits and then is immediately 
restarted.  This is essentially a reset function that is required to have any 
changes in the bilateral table (Virtual RTU or Client Mapping editors) take 
effect. 

In QSCADA, a failover from master to standby causes the equivalent of a reset.  When an 
Abort indication is received from the client, the server performs the same processing as for 
Conclude. 
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4.2 DATA SETS 

4.2.1 Create Data Set 

This function is mapped to the MMS DefineNamedVariableList service. 

When the server receives an MMS DefineNamedVariableList service request containing a list 
of correctly formed Data Value object identifiers (VRn_tp): 

 It checks that the new proposed dataset name is unique (i.e., does not 
already exist).  If the new dataset name is not unique, the request is NAKed 
(negative MMS DefineNamedVariableList response, error = 
OBJECT-EXISTS, error class = DEFINITION). 

 It then checks that the client has not exhausted its allowed number of dataset 
definitions (each client is allowed 32N datasets, where "N" is the number of 
virtual RTUs it has access to).  If all the allowed datasets are used up, the 
request is NAKed (negative MMS DefineNamedVariableList response, error 
= MEMORY-UNAVAILABLE, error class = RESOURCE). 

 It then checks that the list of Data Value object identifiers are all part of one 
virtual RTU (ie. the "n" part of VRn_tp are all identical).  If not, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS  DefineNamedVariableList response, error = 
OBJECT-UNDEFINED, error class = DEFINITION). 

 It then checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is 
accessible for reading by the client.  To be accessible for reading, virtual 
RTU "n" must be in the list of virtual RTUs.  If it is not accessible, the request 
is NAKed (negative MMS  DefineNamedVariableList response, error = 
OBJECT-ACCESS-UNSUPPORTED, error class = ACCESS). 

It also checks that all the Data Value objects contained in the request are in fact instantiated 
and mapped to QSCADA points (ie. do not correspond to blank entries in the Virtual RTU 
editor).  If any requested object does not exist, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
DefineNamedVariableList response, error = OBJECT-UNDEFINED, error class = 
DEFINITION). 

 If the request is for a domain-specific dataset, the server checks that the 
domain name is the one assigned to the client in the QNET Configuration 
editor.  If the domain name is incorrect, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
DefineNamedVariableList response, error = 
OBJECT-ACCESS-UNSUPPORTED, error class = ACCESS). 

 If there are no errors, the server creates the requested dataset object, with 
scope specified by the client, and returns a positive MMS 
DefineNamedVariableList response. 

Note that if the client wants any of the special transfer set variables in the information reports, 
it must include these transfer set variables in the dataset definitions. The server allows any 
combination of the following special transfer set variables to be included in dataset 
definitions: 

Transfer_Set_Name 
Transfer_Set_Time_Stamp 
DSConditions_Detected 

4.2.2 Delete Data Set 

This function is mapped to the MMS DeleteNamedVariableList service. 
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When the server receives an MMS DeleteNamedVariableList service request for a dataset 
object, 

 It checks that the dataset to be deleted is an existing dataset for that client.  If 
it does not exist, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
DeleteNamedVariableList response, error = OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error 
class = ACCESS). 

 The server then checks that there is no transfer set presently enabled for the 
dataset.  If there is, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
DeleteNamedVariableList response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, 
error class = ACCESS). 

 If there are no errors, the server deletes the dataset object, and returns a 
positive MMS DeleteNamedVariableList response. 

4.2.3 Persistence of Dataset Definitions 

Although transfer sets are destroyed on loss of connection, the server does retain any 
dataset definitions that it may have received from the client.  It is up to the client to re-use 
these definitions on reconnection or to delete them and re-create them. 

The QSCADA client's logic in handling this is as follows: 

 On connection to the server, the client issues a Get Data Set Names service 
request to find out what datasets already exist at the server. 

 If the client is starting up and this is the first connection, it deletes any 
existing datasets and re-creates all the ones it needs. 

 If the client has already started up and this is a reconnection following a loss 
of connection, the client does not delete and re-define the datasets.  This 
decision is based on: 
 
(a) the fact that the client always freshly creates the datasets at startup. 
 
(b) the Bilateral Table ID has not changed on reconnection (if the Bilateral 
Table ID does not match, the client aborts the connection). 
 
(c) the assumption that any change whatsoever in the server's bilateral table 
is accompanied by a change in the Bilateral Table ID. 
 
(d) the assumption that any change in the server's bilateral table takes effect 
only on a server reset operation that consists of at least the server dropping 
the connection AND deleting the client's dataset definitions. 

Item (c) is a user procedure that the QSCADA server does not enforce.  Item (d) is a 
procedure that is implemented in the QSCADA server as described in section 4.1.3 
(RESTART LINK function). 
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4.2.4 Get Data Set Element Values 

This function is mapped to the MMS Read service for a Named Variable List.  When the 
server receives an MMS Read service request for a Data Set object. 

 It locates the dataset object in its list of datasets for that client.  If there is no 
such dataset, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = 
OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error class = ACCESS). 

 The server then returns the values of all the points in the dataset. 
As in the case of an individual data value, the server transmits each data 
value in accordance with the transmitted data type assigned to it via the "Z" 
code in the Virtual RTU editor. 

 If the "Specification With Result" argument in the request is true, the server 
includes the object identifiers (VRn_tp) in the response. 

 When the request contains a dataset object identifier, it must contain one and 
only one object identifier.  If the request contains a list of dataset object 
identifiers, or a mix of a dataset object identifier and some data value object 
identifiers, the request is NAKed. 

4.2.5 Set Data Set Element Values 

This function is mapped to the MMS Write service for a Named Variable List. 

When the server receives an MMS Write service request for a Data Set object, 

 It locates the dataset in its list of datasets for that client.  If there is no such 
dataset, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = 
OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error class = ACCESS). 

 If the dataset exists, the server checks the "M" flag in the associated Virtual 
RTU record.  If the "M" flag is not set, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
Write response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 Then, for each point in the dataset, the server checks the "A" of the ABCD 
flags in the Virtual RTU editor.  This is the "Modifiable" flag. If this flag is not 
true for every point in the dataset, the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
Write response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 It then checks the QSCADA quality code of every point in the dataset.  For 
each one that is manually set, the server checks the Warn on Modify Error 
flag (the "B" flag of the ABCD field in the Virtual RTU editor).  If a point that is 
manually set has a "B" flag that is True, the request is denied (negative MMS 
Write response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 If there are no errors, the server sets the values of the points that are not 
manually set to those sent by the client.  The server returns a positive MMS 
Write service response. 

 Note that only the values are used.  The quality codes of the points are set to 
normal.  The quality codes transmitted by the client are ignored. 

 When the request contains a dataset object identifier, it must contain one and 
only one object identifier.  If the request contains a list of dataset object 
identifiers, or a mix of a dataset object identifier and some data value object 
identifiers, the request is NAKed. 
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4.2.6 Get Data Set Names 

This function is mapped to the MMS GetNameList service for Data Set objects.  When the 
server receives an MMS GetNameList service request for Data Set objects.  It transmits the 
list of dataset names created by the client. 

4.2.7 Get Data Set Element Names 

This function is mapped to the MMS GetNamedVariableListAttributes service. When the 
server receives an MMS GetNamedVariableListAttributes request for a Data Set object, 

 It locates the dataset in its list of datasets for that client.  If there is no such 
dataset, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = 
OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error class = ACCESS). 

 For each point defined in the dataset, the server sends the corresponding 
data value object identifiers (VRn_tp) in alphabetical order. 

 The "MMS Deletable" flag included in the response is set to True. 

 Where the list exceeds the maximum PDU size (given by MAX BUFFER 
SIZE on the Client Mapping editor), the server sets the More Follows 
argument to True.  The client can then issue another request with a Continue 
After argument. 

4.3 TRANSFER SETS 

4.3.1 Get Next DSTransfer Set Value 

The QSCADA ICCP server allocates a pool of 32N transfer set object names for its client, 
where N is the number of virtual RTUs assigned to the client via the Client Mapping editor. 

The client can obtain the names of the transfer set objects via the Get Next DSTransfer Set 
Value function.  This function is mapped to the MMS Read request for named variable 
Next_DSTransferSet. 

When the server receives an MMS Read service request for named variable 
Next_DSTransferSet. 

 It identifies the first available transfer set object in its pool of transfer sets and 
returns the name of this object as the value of the variable 
Next_DSTransferSet. 
The transfer set object is immediately instantiated, with a status of disabled. 

 If all transfer sets are used up, the server denies the request (negative MMS 
Read service response, error = OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error class = 
ACCESS). 

4.3.2 Start Transfer 

This function is mapped to the MMS Write service request to a transfer set variable.  The 
client may obtain the next available transfer set by issuing an MMS Read service request for 
named variable Next_DSTransferSet (see previous section).  In a Start Transfer request, the 
Status component of the specified transfer set variable is Enabled. 

When the server receives an MMS Write service request for a correctly formed transfer set 
object name, where the request contains a Status of Enabled, 
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 It checks that the transfer set is not already enabled.  If so, the request is 
denied (negative MMS Write response, error = OBJECT-STATE-CONFLICT, 
error class = SERVICE). 

 The server then checks its list of datasets for that client.  If there is no such 
dataset, the request is denied (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error class = ACCESS). 

 The server then checks whether it can transmit the entire dataset in the form 
of a Named Variable List within one maximum sized PDU, where the 
maximum size of a PDU is the value negotiated at the time of association 
(see section 4.1.1).  If the maximum PDU size is too small, the request is 
denied (negative MMS Write response, error =  
OBJECT-CONSTRAINT-CONFLICT, error class = SERVICE, additional code 
= 5).  Note that this check is made regardless of what the transmission 
parameters are. 

 If the transmission parameters specify Block Data reporting, the request is 
denied (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OBJECT-CONSTRAINT-CONFLICT, error class = SERVICE, additional code 
= 0). 

 The server then schedules Condition Monitoring to start immediately. 
(The Start Time component of the Transmission Parameters is not supported 
in this implementation, by either the client or the server.) 

4.3.3 Stop Transfer 

This function is mapped to the MMS Write service request to the Status component of a 
transfer set variable. 

When the server receives an MMS Write service request for a correctly formed transfer set 
object name, where the request contains a Status of Disabled, 

 It checks that the transfer set is presently enabled.  If not, the request is 
denied (negative MMS Write response, error = OBJECT-STATE-CONFLICT, 
error class SERVICE). 

 The server then destroys the transfer set object and returns the transfer set 
name to the list of available transfer set names.  Condition Monitoring stops 
immediately.  The server returns a positive MMS Write service response. 

When the client wishes to restart the transfer set, it must re-issue a Get Next DSTransfer Set 
Value request to get another transfer set name.  It cannot simply use the one it used before. 

4.3.4 Transfer Condition Monitoring 

The server handles the transfer conditions as follows: 

 IntervalTimeOut 
If this condition is specified, the server reports periodically at an interval 
given by the Interval component of the Transmission Parameters. 
 
If RBE (report by exception) is specified, only exceptions are transmitted. 
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 ObjectChange 
If this condition is specified, the server checks all points in the dataset for 
changes since the last transmission.  If any value or quality code has 
changed, then the dataset is transmitted. 
 
If RBE is specified, only exceptions are transmitted. 
 
The ObjectChange transfer condition is the only one that causes the server 
to make use of the Buffer Time delay in the Transmission Parameters.  If this 
parameter is non-zero, the server waits this amount of time after the 
condition is detected before actually reporting the data. 

NOTE 
Despite the name "Buffer Time", the server does not actually capture and buffer 
the data values at the time the transfer condition is first detected.  It captures and 
sends the data values when the Buffer Time timer actually expires. 

The server does not restart the Buffer Time timer if a second transfer condition 
is detected while the Buffer Time timer is already active. 

 IntegrityTimeout 
If this condition is specified, the server periodically reports all the data values 
of the dataset at an interval given by the Integrity Check component of the 
Transmission Parameters.  Note that all values are sent, not just exceptions. 

 OtherExternalEvent 
In the present implementation, there are no other external events that cause 
a report. 

4.3.5 Transfer Reporting 

The server issues transfer reports using the MMS InformationReport service.  An Information 
Report contains: 

 transfer set name 

 conditions that triggered the transfer 

 timestamp of the report 

 data values in dataset 

The first three variables are special transfer set objects that are included in the information 
report only if they are included in the dataset definition. 

If report by exception (RBE) is enabled, some of the transfer conditions produce an exception 
report, whereas some of the conditions produce an all-data report.  If conditions of both kinds 
are true simultaneously, then an all-data report results. 

When producing an exception report, the server: 

 First attempts to send the exceptions via a List of Named Variables 

 If this cannot be sent in one maximum-sized PDU, the server then attempts 
to send all the points in the dataset via a Named Variable List 

 If this still cannot be sent, the server returns an error.  (This should not 
happen since the server checks for this when the transfer set is first enabled, 
but you never know.) 
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If the Critical attribute of the Transmission Parameters is True, the server expects an 
acknowledgement from the client.  This acknowledgement is also an MMS Information 
Report.  A positive acknowledgement contains: 

 MMS variable Transfer_Report_ACK, containing the transfer set name 

 MMS variable Transfer_Set_Time_Stamp, containing the timestamp of the 
report that the server had sent to the client 

If the server receives a negative acknowledgement (MMS variable Transfer_Report_NACK) 
or does not receive any acknowledgement at all within a time specified by CRITICAL 
RESPONSE TIMEOUT on the Dataset Mapping editor, then the server raises an alarm on 
the server system: 

mm/dd hh:mm:ss  XXXXXX: NO ACK FOR CRITICAL DATA 
where XXXXXX is the client node name 

In the present implementation, the Time Limit for Execution component of the Transmission 
Parameters is simply ignored by the server. 

4.4 DATA VALUES 

4.4.1 Get Data Value 

This function is mapped to the MMS Read service for a Named Variable.  As described in the 
previous chapter, Data Value object identifiers have the following form: 

VRn_tp 

where: 

n = virtual RTU number 

t = virtual RTU section (i.e., point type) 

= "AN" for analog 
= "AC" for accumulator 
= "ST" for status 

p = point number in section 
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When the server receives an MMS Read service request for an object with a correctly formed 
Data Value object name (ie. VRn_tp), 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is accessible 
for reading by the client.  To be accessible for reading, virtual RTU "n" must 
be in the list of virtual RTUs.  If it is not accessible, the request is NAKed 
(negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error 
class = ACCESS). 

 It then goes to point "p" of section "t" of virtual RTU "n", and checks that a 
QSCADA database point is, in fact, defined there and that therefore the 
object has been instantiated and exists.  If not, the request is NAKed 
(negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, error 
class = ACCESS). 

 If there are no errors, the server returns the value of the specified point in 
accordance with the transmitted data type assigned to it via the "Z" code in 
the Virtual RTU editor.  The supported data types and their "Z" codes are 
summarized in Chapter 3. 

 If the "Specification With Result" argument in the request was true, the server 
includes the object identifier in the response.  Note that the object identifier is 
VRn_tp, not the server's QSCADA point name. 

 If the request contained a list of data value object identifiers, and there is an 
error in any of them, the request is NAKed. 

4.4.2 Set Data Value 

This function is mapped to the MMS Write service for a Named Variable. 

When the server receives an MMS Write service request for an object with a correctly formed 
Data Value object name (ie. VRn_tp), 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is accessible 
for writing by the client.  To be accessible for writing, virtual RTU "n" must be 
in the list of virtual RTUs AND its "M" flag in the Client Mapping record must 
be set.  If it is not accessible, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Write 
response, error =  OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 It then goes to point "p" of section "t" of virtual RTU "n", and checks that a 
QSCADA database point is, in fact, defined there.  If not, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, 
error class = ACCESS). 

 It then checks the "A" of the ABCD flags of this point in the virtual RTU.  This 
is the individual point's "Modifiable" flag.  If this flag is not True, then no client 
is allowed to modify this point, and the request is NAKed (negative MMS 
Write response, error =  OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = 
ACCESS). 

 It then checks the quality code of the point.  If it is manually set by the 
operator, the server cannot update it.  If the point's Warn on Modify Error flag 
("B" in the ABCD field of the dataset) is True, then this is considered to be an 
error, and the request is denied  (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS).  If the "B" flag is False, 
then this is not considered to be an error. 
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 If there are no errors, and the point is not manually set, the server sets the 
value of the point to that sent by the client. 

Only the value is used.  The quality code of the point is set to normal.  The quality code 
transmitted by the client is ignored. 

The data type transmitted by the client is assumed to be the one specified by the point's "Z" 
code in the dataset. 

 The server returns a positive MMS Write service response. 

 If the request contained a list of data value object identifiers, and there is an 
error in any of them, the request is NAKed. 
If the list contained a number of points that were manually set, but none of 
them had Warn on Modify Error flags set, then the request will be ACKed 
even though some of the points were not updated. 

4.4.3 Get Data Value Names 

This function is mapped to the MMS GetNameList service for class "Named Variables". 

When the server receives an MMS GetNameList service request for class "Named 
Variables": 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to obtain a list of all the virtual RTUs 
accessible for reading or writing by the client. 

 For each status, analog and accumulator point defined in these virtual RTUs, 
the server sends the corresponding data value object identifiers (VRn_tp) in 
alphabetical order.  Note that the control section of the virtual RTU is not 
included in this list. 

 Where the list exceeds the maximum PDU size (given by MAX BUFFER 
SIZE on the Client Mapping editor), the server sets the More Follows 
argument to True.  The client can then issue another request with a Continue 
After argument. 

4.4.4 Get Data Value Type 

This function is mapped to the MMS GetVariableAccessAttributes service. 

When the server receives an MMS GetVariableAccessAttributes service request for an object 
with a correctly formed Data Value object name (i.e., VRn_tp), 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is accessible 
for reading by the client.  To be accessible for reading, virtual RTU "n" must 
be in the list of virtual RTUs.  If it is not accessible, the request is NAKed 
(negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error 
class = ACCESS). 

 It then goes to point "p" of section "t" of virtual RTU "n", and checks that a 
QSCADA database point is, in fact, defined there.  If not, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT-NON-EXISTENT, 
error class = ACCESS). 

 If there are no errors, the server returns the data type specification of the 
requested point (as defined by the point's "Z" code in the Dataset Definition 
editor).  The "MMS Deletable" attribute, which is also returned, is always set 
to False. 
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 If the request contained a list of data value object identifiers, and there is an 
error in any of them, the request is NAKed. 

4.5 DEVICE CONTROL 

4.5.1 Select 

This function is mapped to the MMS Read service request directed to he device.  Devices are 
specified via the control section of the Virtual RTU editor. 

Device object identifiers have the following form: 

VRn_COp 

where: 

n = virtual RTU number 
p = control point number 

When the server receives an MMS Read service request for an object with a correctly formed 
Device object name. 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is accessible 
for control by the client.  To be accessible for control, virtual RTU "n" must be 
in the list of virtual RTUs AND its "C" flag in the Client Mapping record must 
be set.  If it is not accessible, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Read 
response, error =  OBJECT_ACCESS_DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 It then goes to point "p" of the control section of virtual RTU "n", and checks 
that a QSCADA database point is, in fact, defined there.  If not, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = OBJECT_NON_EXISTENT, 
error class = ACCESS). 

 If the point is not actually a control point (ie. does not have control addresses 
defined for it), the server will, on the subsequent Operate request, just 
update the point's value in the  database.  If this is the case, the server 
checks that the point is not manually set.  If it is manually set, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS Read response, error = OTHER, error class = 
SERVICE). 

 If there are no errors, the server returns a positive MMS Read response.  
The returned value, which is treated by the client as a checkback value, is "p" 
(i.e. the point number) in data type Interlocked_CheckBackName. 

The server time-limits the selection by starting a timer.  The timeout value of the 
timer is taken from the DEVICE SELECT TIMEOUT parameter on the QSCADA 
SCADA Status display. 

4.5.2 Operate 

This function is mapped to the MMS Write service request directed to the device. 

When the server receives an MMS Write service request for an object with a correctly formed 
Device object name (ie. VRn_COp), 

 It checks the Client Mapping record to verify that virtual RTU "n" is accessible 
for control by the client.  To be accessible for control, virtual RTU "n" must be 
in the list of virtual RTUs AND its "C" flag in the Client Mapping record must 
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be set.  If it is not accessible, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Write 
response, error =  OBJECT_ACCESS_DENIED, error clas = ACCESS). 

 It then goes to point "p" of the control section of virtual RTU "n", and checks 
that a QSCADA database point is, in fact, defined there.  If not, the request is 
NAKed (negative MMS Write response, error = OBJECT_NON_EXISTENT, 
error class = ACCESS). 

 If the Device is interlocked (according to "C" in the ABCD flags of the Virtual 
RTU editor), the server then checks for a previously received Select request 
for this point from the same client.  If there is no such Select still outstanding, 
the request is NAKed  (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OBJECT-ACCESS-DENIED, error class = ACCESS). 

 If the point is controllable (ie. has control addresses defined for it), the server 
checks that the command value is either a 0 (open) or 1 (close).  If not, the 
request is NAKed (negative MMS Write response, error = OTHER, error 
class = SERVICE). 

 If the point is not actually a control point, the server checks that the 
command value is 0 or 1 for a two-state device, or 0 - 3 for a four-state 
device.  If not, the request is NAKed (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OTHER, error class = SERVICE). 

 If the point is controllable, the server forwards the control request to the 
QSCADA control program and waits for a reply. 

 The control program checks that the point is not already selected for control. 
 If it is already selected for control, the request is NAKed to the server, which 
causes the server to NAK the client (negative MMS Write response, error = 
OTHER, error class = SERVICE). 

 The control program then checks that the point is not tagged to inhibit 
control.  If the point is tagged to inhibit control, the request is NAKed to the 
server, which causes the server to NAK the client (negative MMS Write 
response, error = OTHER, error class  = SERVICE). 

 If there is no error so far, the control program forwards the control request to 
the appropriate scan task for transmission to the RTU.  The control program 
times both the checkback and the expected status change. 

 The scan task performs the control sequence according to the rules of the 
RTU protocol.  This may or may not involve a Select-Operate sequence with 
the RTU.  Checkback success or failure is forwarded back to the control 
program. 

 If a checkback failure is reported, the control program alarms it and notifies 
the server.  This causes the server to NAK the client (negative MMS Write 
response, error = OTHER, error class = SERVICE). 

 If a checkback success is reported, the control program notifies the server, 
which causes the server to ACK the client via a positive MMS Write 
response. 

 If the point is not actually a control point, the server just updates the point's 
value in the database and sets its quality code to normal.  It returns a positive 
MMS Write response to the client. 
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4.5.3 Timeout Action 

When the server times out a client's device selection, it just terminates the selection.  No 
MMS event notification is performed. 

4.5.4 Local Reset Action 

The server does not perform any local reset action. 

4.5.5 Success or Failure Action 

The client is responsible for determining the success or failure of a control by watching for 
expected status changes.  On a control failure, the QSCADA control program raises an alarm 
on the server system. 

The server does not perform any MMS event notification on either success or failure. 
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5 ICCP CLIENT 

5.1 SCAN TASK 
The QNET client programs, including the ICCP client, are all modeled on the QSCADA Scan 
Task program, which is the lowest level data acquisition unit. 

A separate instance of the appropriate scan task is activated for each QNET member from 
which data is required.  In other words, each QNET Scan Task process communicates with 
only one server. 

The function of the Scan Task, in general, is to retrieve point data from its designated server 
and to copy the data into corresponding points in the client's own database.  The Proprietary 
QNET scan task retrieves point data by polling.  The ICCP scan task obtains data by defining 
transfer sets and just waiting for data. 

At the server installation, the mapping of points in the server's database to the poll requests 
from the client is defined in terms of datasets.  At the client, these datasets are subsets of 
points on virtual RTUs defined on a QNET communication line. 

5.2 DATABASE 
This section describes how to use the Station Editor to define QSCADA database points for 
use by the ICCP client program. 

This is not a complete description of QSCADA point editing.  This presentation is limited to 
only those point data fields that are of interest in an ICCP context.  A complete description of 
point editing is contained in the QSCADA Database Preparation Guide (DB-2000 manual). 

5.2.1 Communication Line Point 

In QNET, including the ICCP component, each scan task (client) must have a communication 
line point defined for it.  Attributes of a communication link are, to varying degrees depending 
on the protocol, specified via attributes of the link's communication line point. 
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The key attributes of a QSCADA communication line point for ICCP are as follows: 

 COMMUNICATION LINE NUMBER.  This is the communication line number 
(0-63). 

 COMMUNICATION LINE DEVICE.  This field is not used for ICCP. 
 
SCAN TASK NAME.  This is the protocol to be used for this link.  For ICCP, 
this field must be entered as "ICCP". 

 RESPONSE TIMEOUT.  For an RTU protocol, this is used to specify the time 
that the scan task should wait for a complete response from an RTU. 
In ICCP, this is used to specify the time allowed, in milliseconds, for a read 
response.  If this time expires before a read response for data values is 
received, the points requested are marked telemetry failed. 

 ASSOCIATED POINT 1 - Number of Immediate Reconnect Attempts.  
This is the name of a pseudo analog point that specifies the number of 
immediate re-connect attempts to perform on loss of association.  If an 
association is still not established after this number of attempts, the client 
continues to try to connect, but it executes a delay between each attempt 
(the delay time is specified by ASSOCIATED POINT 2 below).  If the server 
has a dual redundant configuration, the scan task switches target AR names 
after each delay. 

 ASSOCIATED POINT 2 - Reconnect Delay.  This is the name of a pseudo 
analog point that specifies the time delay between re-connect attempts after 
the first N attempts.  If not specified, the ICCP scan task uses the value given 
by the RESPONSE TIMEOUT field above.  The RESPONSE TIMEOUT is in 
milliseconds and the RECONNECT DELAY is in seconds. 

 ASSOCIATED POINT 3 - Bilateral Table ID.  This is the name of a text point 
that contains the Bilateral Table ID.  The maximum length of the Bilateral 
Table ID is 30 characters. 

 ASSOCIATED POINT 4 – QNET Entry Name.  This is the name of a text 
point that contains the QNET editor entry name for this client.  The maximum 
length of the entry name is 30 characters. 

 ASSOCIATED POINT 5 – Local Domain.  This is the name of a text point 
that contains the Local Domain.  The maximum length of the Local Domain 
name is 30 characters. 

 PARAMETER 1 - Maximum PDU Size.  This is the maximum PDU size (in 
bytes) and should match the remote system server configuration (Max 
32000). 

 PARAMETER 2 – Parameters.  

Units Digit = The scope of the data. 0=Domain (ICC); 1=VMD (VCC). 

Tens Digit = Prefix point names? 0=No; 1=Yes.  Server point names will be 
prefixed with the remote domain name (from QNET record). 

 PARAMETER 3 – Link Idle Timeout.  This is the number of seconds to wait 
for a server response before considering the link dead in seconds. Cannot be 
0. 

Connection Maintenance:  
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The recommended approach for link connection maintenance is to make use of 
the LINK IDLE TIMEOUT. This is preferable to relying on the keep alive timer of 
the TCP/IP stack. 

Make sure all Transfer Set records (TXPARS) have the INTEGRITY TIMEOUT 
transfer condition enabled (Y). Set the LINK IDLE TIMEOUT to a value at least 
twice the value of the shortest INTEGRITY CHECK period of all TXPARS record.  

For example: 

TXPARS record 0 (for analog points): INTEGRITY TIMEOUT = 600 seconds 

TXPARS record 1 (for status points): INTEGRITY TIMEOUT = 30 seconds 

In this case a LINK IDLE TIMEOUT of 2 * 30 = 60 seconds is recommended. 

The following communication line point fields are not used in ICCP and should be left blank: 

RETRY COUNT 
TIME BETWEEN SCANS 

5.2.2 Virtual RTU Point 

In a QSCADA ICCP Client system, the data value points are addressed in terms of virtual 
RTUs.  Within each virtual RTU, the "C" part of each point address specifies one of 32 scan 
groups.  For each scan group, the scan task defines a dataset consisting of all the points in 
the scan group. 

The key attributes of a QSCADA RTU point for ICCP are as follows: 

 COMMUNICATION LINE NUMBER.  This is the communication line number 
(0-63) with which the virtual RTU is associated. 

 RTU NUMBER.  This is the virtual RTU number.  If the server is a QSCADA 
system, enter the server's corresponding virtual RTU number. 

1. PARAMETER 1 - Transmission Parameters Base Record.  This field is 
used to specify the first of 32 consecutive TXPARS (Transmission 
Parameters) records that the scan task is to use for this virtual RTU. 
 
At the client, the "C" part of the telemetry addresses of all the points on this 
virtual RTU defines a "scan group".  Since the range of "C" is 0 to 31, there 
can be up to 32 scan groups. 
 
For each scan group, the scan task creates a dataset consisting of all the 
points that are in the scan group, and the scan task starts a transfer set. 
 
For each scan group (dataset), the scan task obtains the transmission 
parameters by using the scan group number (ie. "C") to index into the array 
of 32 TXPARS records.  It is the base of this array that is defined by 
PARAMETER 1. 

2. PARAMETER 2 - Remote Names List Record.  This field is used to specify 
the associated Remote Names List record number. 
 
When the scan task creates a dataset in a non-QSCADA server, it obtains 
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the server's object names for Data Values and Devices from this record.  The 
scan task also uses this record to validate the checkback values returned by 
the server on device control operations. 
 
If the Remote Names List record number is zero, the scan task assumes that 
the server is a QSCADA server.  It therefore uses the VRn_tp name 
convention for Data Values and Devices in virtual RTU n, and expects 
QSCADA server checkback values (see section 4.5). 

The following RTU point fields are not used in ICCP and should be left blank: 

ENABLE FAST SCAN 
ASSOCIATED POINTS 1 to 10 
PARAMETER 3 

5.2.3 Analog Data Value Point 

The key attributes of a QSCADA analog data value point that receives its values from an 
ICCP server are as follows: 

DEVICE CLASS CODE.  Enter the value 1 (this means it's an input point). 

TELEMETRY ADDRESS.  The telemetry address is of the form CL:RTU:A:B:C. 

 CL = This is the communication line number (0-63). 

 RTU = This is the virtual RTU number (1-1023). 

 A = This is the position number of the point within the analog or accumulator 
section of the virtual RTU (0-255). 

 B = This must be set to the sum of two components: 

 a Base value, which specifies whether the value comes from the 
Analog section or the Accumulator section of  the virtual RTU, plus 
a Code, which specifies the transmitted data type. 

 Allowed Base and Code values are listed below: 

Base Point Type 

100 Analog 
200 Accumulator 

Code Data Type 

1 Data_Real 
2 Data_Discrete 
3 Data_RealQ 
4 Data_DiscreteQ 
5 Data_RealQTimeTag 
6 Data_DiscreteQTimeTag 
7 Data_RealExtended 
8 Data_DiscreteExtended 

 For example, B = 102 specifies an analog point of data type 
Data_Discrete. 

 C This is the scan group number (0-31).  As described in section 5.2.2, all 
points having a common scan group number are grouped into one dataset. 
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The scan group number is also used as an index into an array of TXPARS 
records to obtain the transmission parameters. 

FORMAT CODE.  This must be set to the value 0. 

SCALE FACTOR AND OFFSET.  The value transmitted from the server is already scaled in 
the server's engineering units.  Further scaling may be defined at the client, if desired, by 
entering these fields.  The re-scaling, if defined, would consist of multiplying the received 
value by the SCALE FACTOR and adding the OFFSET. 

ZERO CLAMP DEADBAND.  Not used in ICCP. 
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5.2.4 Status Data Value Point 

The key attributes of a QSCADA status data value point that receives its values from an 
ICCP server are as follows: 

TELEMETRY ADD6RESS.  The telemetry address is of the form CL:RTU:A:B:C. 

 CL This is the communication line number (0-63). 

 RTU This is the virtual RTU number (1-1023). 

 A This is the position number of the point within the status section of the 
virtual RTU (0-255). 

 B This must be set to the sum of two components:  a Base value, which must 
be set to 300, plus a Code, which specifies the transmitted data type. 
 
Allowed Base and Code values are listed below: 

Base Point Type 

300 Status 
  

Code Data Type 

1 Data_State 
2 Data_StateQ 
3 Data_StateQTimeTag 
4 Data_StateExtended 

For example, B = 303 specifies a status point of data type Data_StateQTimeTag. 

 C This is the scan group number (0-31).  As described in section 5.2.2, all 
points having a common scan group number are grouped into one dataset. 
 
The scan group number is also used as an index into an array of TXPARS 
records to obtain the transmission parameters. 

FORMAT CODE.  This must be set to the value 0. 

A QSCADA status point also has two CONTROL ADDRESS fields (one for open and one for 
close).  Entering valid control addresses in these fields turns the point into a combined 
QSCADA indication and control point.  Definition of the control addresses is described in the 
next section. 

5.2.5 Control Point - Command 

An ICCP Command in QSCADA is a status point that has valid control addresses defined in 
its CONTROL ADDRESS fields. 

The format of each of the two CONTROL ADDRESSes is CL:RTU:A:B:C:D. 

 CL This is the communication line number (0-63). 

 RTU This is the virtual RTU number (1-1023). 

 A This is the position number of the point within the control section of the 
virtual RTU (0-255). 

 B This must be set to the value 400. 
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 C This is an Interlocked flag: 
 
0 = NONINTERLOCKED 
1 = INTERLOCKED 

 D This is the command value (0-255). 

The CONTROL INTERVAL field is not used by the ICCP client.  If a control interval is defined 
at the server, that value will be used at the server. 

5.2.6 Control Point - Setpoint 

An ICCP Setpoint in QSCADA is an analog point with a DEVICE CLASS CODE of 3.  For a 
setpoint, the TELEMETRY ADDRESS field, which is used as a control address, is entered as 
follows: 

 CL This is the communication line number (0-63). 

 RTU This is the virtual RTU number. 

 A This is the position number of the point within the control section of the 
virtual RTU (0-255). 

 B This must be set to the sum of two components:  A Base value, which 
must be set to 400, plus a Code, which specifies the transmitted data type. 
 
Allowed Base and Code values are listed below: 

Base Point Type 

400 Control 

Code SetPointType 

1 Real 
2 Discrete 

 C This is an Interlocked flag: 
0 = NONINTERLOCKED 
1 = INTERLOCKED 

FORMAT CODE.  This must be set to the value 0. 

SCALE FACTOR AND OFFSET.  If these are defined, the client unscales the setpoint value 
before sending it to the server.  The unscaling consists of subtracting the OFFSET and then 
dividing by the SCALE FACTOR. 

5.3 OPERATION OF SCAN TASK 
The function of the scan task is essentially as follows: 

 Create an association with a server on the target node. 

 For each scan group of each virtual RTU, define the corresponding dataset 
at the server, and then start the transfer set 

 Process data (information reports) received from the server. 

 Forward operator control requests to the server. 

5.3.1 Initialization 

At startup, the scan task: 
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 Decodes its communication line number from the last two digits of its process 
name. 

 Reads in the Scan Table that was built for it by the Station Editor. 

 Obtains the target system name by decoding the logical name QLnn, where 
"nn" is the communication line number, and looks up the corresponding 
QNET Configuration record. 

 Obtains the target AR names and the assigned domain name from the 
REMOTE NODE NAMES fields of the Client Data section of the QNET 
Configuration record. 

5.3.2 Association 

After initialization, the scan task issues an MMS Initiate service to the target server system. 

The initiate request contains the following parameters: 

Local Detail Calling = max PDU size 
Proposed Max Serv Outstanding Calling = 5 
Proposed Max Serv Outstanding Called = 5 
Proposed Data Structure Nexting Level = 4 
Init Request Detail = see below 

The scan task obtains the proposed maximum PDU size from PARAMETER 1 of the 
communication line point definition (see section 5.2.1). 

The Init Request Detail parameter consists of three structures: 

 Proposed MMS Version Number = supplied by the MMS provider 

 Proposed Parameter CBB = bitstring representing the table below: 

Parameter Supported 

Data of type Array Yes 
Data of type Structure Yes 
Named Variables Yes 
Alternate access No 
Address of variables No 
Scattered access No 
Third party operations No 
Variable lists Yes 
Floating point Yes 
Ack event condition No 
Evaluation interval No 

 Services Supported Calling = bitstring formed to represent column "C" of the 
MMS Services Supported Table in Chapter 8. 

If the scan task receives a negative MMS Initiate response, the scan performs N retries, 
where N is given by its communication line point's RETRY COUNT (see section 5.2.1).  After 
N retries, the scan task continues to attempt to connect, but executes a delay between each 
attempt.  The delay time is specified by the value of the communication line point's 
ASSOCIATED POINT 1.  If the server is dual-redundant, the scan task switches target AR 
names after each delay.  The scan task continues its connection attempts indefinitely. 
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When the scan task receives a positive MMS Initiate response from the server, it handles the 
returned parameters as follows: 

 Local Detail Called.  This is the negotiated maximum PDU size returned by 
the server.  The scan task will use the lesser of the value returned by the 
server and the one it had proposed. 

 Negotiated Max Serv Outstanding Calling.  The scan task will use the 
lesser of the value returned by the server and the one it had proposed. 

 Negotiated Max Serv Outstanding Called.  The scan task will use the 
lesser of the value returned by the server and the one it had proposed. 

 Negotiated Data Structure Nesting Level.  The scan task will use the 
lesser of the value returned by the server and the one it had proposed. 

 Init Response Detail.  In the present implementation, this is ignored by the 
scan task. 

The scan task then uses an MMS Read service to read the following variables from the 
server: 

Bilateral_Table_ID 
ICCP_Version 
Supported_Features 

The server gets its Bilateral Table ID from its Client Mapping editor.  The scan task gets its 
Bilateral Table ID from its communication line point's ASSOCIATED POINT 2 (see section 
5.2.1).  If the two do not match, the scan task issues an MMS Abort service request and exits. 

In the present implementation, both the scan task and the server have their ICCP version 
defined to be 5.1.  If the scan task receives from the server an ICCP version which does not 
exactly match its own, the scan task issues an MMS Abort service request and exits. 

The Supported_Features variable returned by the server (see section 4.1.1) is only used to 
filter operations in the following blocks if not supported by the server: 

Block 4, Operator stations 
Block 5, Device control 

The scan task does not forward requests in these blocks to a server that does not support 
them. 

5.3.3 Creation of Data Sets and Transfer Sets 

After a successful association has been made, the scan task proceeds to create datasets and 
start transfer sets at the server. 

The scan task first issues a Get Data Set Names service request to find out what datasets 
already exist at the server. 

Then, for each virtual RTU "n" defined for this communication line, the scan task: 

 Obtains a complete list of Data Value identifiers that correspond to the points 
defined in the Scan Table for that virtual RTU (ie. points that have their RTU 
portion of the CL:RTU:A:B:C telemetry address = "n"). 
If the RTU point's PARAMETER 2 value is zero, the scan task assumes that 
the server is a QSCADA server and makes up the Data Value identifiers 
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using the VRn_tp naming scheme, where: 
 
n = virtual RTU number 
 
t = AN for analog points 
  = AC for accumulator points 
  = ST for status points 
 
p = point number (= "A" of point's telemetry address) 
 
If the RTU point's PARAMETER 2 value is non-zero, the scan task assumes 
that the server is a non-QSCADA server and obtains the Data Value 
identifiers from the analog, accumulator and status sections of the Remotes 
Names List record specified by the value of PARAMETER 2. 

 The scan task then groups the data values by scan group number (the "C" 
part of the points' telemetry addresses).  To each group, the scan task 
appends the names of the following special transfer set variables: 
 
Transfer_Set_Name 
DSConditions_Detected 
Transfer_Set_Time_Stamp 
 
The resulting groups of variables are the required datasets. 

 For each dataset required by the client, the client checks the "Pre-defined 
Dataset" flag in the associated TXPARS editor record. 
The scan task obtains the TXPARS record number for each dataset by using 
the scan group number to index into the Transmission Parameters file, where 
the base record of the Transmission Parameters file is specified by 
PARAMETER 1 of the RTU point definition (see section 5.2.2). 

 If the "Pre-Defined Dataset" flag is Y, the client does not define the dataset to 
the server.  The names of the pre-defined datasets are obtained from the 
"Name" field beside the "Pre-Defined Dataset" field in the corresponding 
TXPARS record. 

 If the "Pre-Defined Dataset" flag is N, the client must define the dataset to the 
server.  The names of the datasets defined by the client are: 
 
VRn_C 
 
where "n" is the virtual RTU number and "C" is the scan group number. 
 
If the required dataset does not already exist at the server, the scan task 
issues a Create Data Set request to create it. 
 
If the dataset already exists at the server, and the client is just starting up 
and this is the first association with the server, the client first DELETES the 
dataset and then creates it. 
 
If the dataset already exists at the server, and this is not the first association 
with the server, the scan task will just use the existing dataset definitions at 
the server. 

 If a Create Data Set request is NAKed, the scan task sets the group status 
point (if there is one) to INACTV, and marks all of the associated data value 
points telemetry failed. 
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 Then, for each dataset that was successfully created, and for which the 
virtual RTU point is not manually set to DOWN and the group status point is 
not manually set to INACTV, the scan task attempts to create a transfer set. 
 
First, it checks the PRE-ALLOCATED TRANSFER SET flag on the TXPARS 
record.  If not pre-allocated, the scan task issues a Get Next DSTransfer Set 
Value request to the server. 
 
If this request is NAKed, the scan task sets the group status point to INACTV 
and fails the associated data value points. 
 
If the transfer set is pre-allocated, the scan task just uses the transfer set 
name specified in the TXPARS record. 

 The scan task then obtains the transmission parameters for each dataset 
from the TXPARS record and issues a Start Transfer request to the server.  
The request contains: 
 
the name of the dataset 
transmission parameters 
status = ENABLED 
 
If this request is NAKed, the scan task sets the group status to INACTV. 
If the request is honored, the scan task sets the group status to ACTIVE. 

 If the RTU is manually shut down, or if the scan group is manually set to 
INACTV, the scan task does not issue a Start Transfer request.  It just marks 
all of the dataset's points to telemetry failed. 

 If the transfer set has been successfully started, and the transmission 
parameters specify RBE but no integrity report, then the scan task issues a 
Get Dataset Element Values request to make sure all of the values in the 
dataset are up to date.  If an integrity timeout is specified, the scan task 
assumes that the server will produce an all data report in its first information 
report (or at least, very soon). 
 
After having performed these functions for all of the virtual RTUs, the scan 
task sits back and waits for things to happen. 

 Processing of Information Reports from the server is described in section 
5.3.4. 

 Processing of control requests is described in section 5.3.5. 

 Processing of deactivations and reactivations of points, datasets, virtual 
RTUs and communication links by the operators is described in section 5.3.6 
to 5.3.9. 

 Processing of operator messages is described in Chapter 6. 

 If the scan task receives a "Kill" request from the Station Editor, the scan task 
issues an Abort Conclude request to the server and then exits. 

5.3.4 Information Reports 

When the scan task receives an Information Report from the server, it decodes the data 
values according to the transmitted data types defined in the points' format codes. 

If the Critical flag of the transmission parameters is True, the scan task acknowledges the 
report as described in section 4.3.5. 
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In general, the displayed quality (condition) code of a client point that receives data from a 
server is governed by the usual rules in QSCADA: 

 "blank" = NORMAL means the point is being updated normally 

 "M" = MANUAL SET means the point is manually set at the client 

 "*"= CALCULATED means the point is manually set or 
   FROM MANUALLY estimated at the server 
   SET DATA 

 "F"= TELEMETRY means the link to the server is down, or the 
    FAILED point is telemetry failed at the server itself (ie. value is old) 

Note that the quality codes at the client do reflect manual set and telemetry failed quality 
codes at the server. 
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Specifically, the received ICCP Validity and CurrentSource attributes are mapped to 
QSCADA as shown in the table below: 

Validity Current Source Processing 

VALID TELEMETERED Point is updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
NORMAL 

VALID CALCULATED Point is updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
NORMAL 

VALID ENTERED Point is updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
CALCULATED FROM MANUALLY SET  
DATA 

VALID ESTIMATED Point is updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
CALCULATED FROM MANUALLY SET  
DATA 

HELD any Point is updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
TELEMETRY FAILED 

SUSPECT any Point is NOT updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
TELEMETRY FAILED 

NOTVALID any Point is NOT updated, QSCADA quality code is set to 
TELEMETRY FAILED 

The received ICCP NormalSource and NormalValue attributes are ignored. 

For analog points, the COV counter contained in data types 7 and 8 are ignored.  For status 
points of data type 4 (Data_StateExtended), a non-zero COV counter value will cause the 
scan task to record multiple status changes in the database. 

5.3.5 Device Control 

On a QSCADA client system, when an operator or an application program issues a control, 
the request first goes to a control program.  This program performs a number of checks on 
the request, including a check for control inhibiting tags local to the client.  If all checks pass, 
the request is forwarded to the appropriate ICCP scan task.  The appropriate ICCP scan task 
is the one that's handling the communication line specified by the "CL" part of the point's 
control address. 

On a digital Open/Close-Execute control, a "digital output" request is sent to the scan task.  
On a setpoint control, the scan task receives an "analog output" request. 

On reception of either of these requests, the QSCADA ICCP scan task performs the 
following: 

 If the server is a QSCADA server (Remote Names List record number in 
RTU PARAMETER 2 is zero), the scan task uses a device object name of 
"VRn_COp", where: 
 
n = virtual RTU number 
p = "A" part of point's control address 
 
If it is not a QSCADA server, the scan task looks up the required Device 
name by using the "A" part of the point's telemetry address as an index into 
the Control section of the Remote Names List record pointed to by the RTU's 
PARAMETER 2 (see section 5.2.2). 

 If it is an interlocked control ("C" part of the point's control address = 1), then 
the scan task issues a Select request to the server.  This consists of an MMS 
Read request directed to the Device object whose name was obtained 
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above. 
 
This is where the server verifies the existence and accessibility of the 
specified device by this client. 
 
If the server returns a negative MMS Read response, the scan task in turn 
returns a checkback failure message to the control program, and as far as 
the scan task is concerned, the operation is terminated. 
 
If the server returns a positive MMS Read response, the returned value is 
supposed to be a checkback value.  If the server is a QSCADA server, the 
scan task expects the returned checkback value to be an integer value equal 
to the point number (ie. the "p" in "VRn_tp").  If the server is not a QSCADA 
server, the scan task looks up the expected checkback value in the 
Checkback section of the RTU's Remote Names List record. 
 
If the returned checkback value does not match, the scan task returns a 
checkback failure message to the control program, and the operation is 
terminated. 

 If the returned checkback value does match, the scan task issues an Operate 
request to the server.  This consists of an MMS Write service request 
directed to the device object. 
This is where: 

 The server again verifies the existence and accessibility of the 
specified device by this client, and if interlocked, checks that the 
point was first Selected, and then forwards the request to the 
control program (at the server) 

 The control program at the server checks for control inhibiting 
tags, and forwards the control request to the scan task handling 
the physical RTU at the server 

 The scan task handling the physical RTU at the server executes 
the control, and returns the execute checkback result to the 
control program at the server 

 The control program at the server returns forwards the execute 
checkback result to the server program 

 Depending on the checkback result, the server sends either a 
positive or negative MMS Write response back to the client scan 
task. 

If a negative MMS Write response is received, the scan task returns a checkback failure 
message to the control program, and the operation is terminated. 

If a positive MMS Write response is received, the scan task returns a checkback success 
message to the control program, and as far as the scan task is concerned, the operation is 
terminated.  If it was a digital control, the control program at the client now starts a timer to 
check for the expected status change. 

 If it is not an interlocked control ("C" part of the point's control address = 0), 
then the scan task skips the Select request and just issues an Operate 
request.  The reply to the Operate is handled in the same way as for 
interlocked controls. 
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6 ICCP CONFORMANCE SUMMARY 

In the following tables: 

[X] = implemented 
[-] = not implemented 

For both client and server programs, there are two columns: 

Req = Request column 
Ind = Indication column 

The function implementations in the tables below are specified in terms of both Request and 
Indication: 

 If there is an [X] in the Request column of a function, it means that the 
program issues MMS requests to cause the function to be executed by the 
other program 

 If there is an [X] in the Indication column of a function, it means that the 
program is capable of receiving and honoring requests to execute the 
function 

Not surprisingly, on the client side, most (but not all) of the [X]'s are in the Request column, 
while on the server side, most of the [X]'s are in the Indication column. 

6.1 BLOCK 1 - BASIC SERVICES 
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6.2 BLOCK 2 - EXTENDED DATA SET CONDITION MONITORING 

 

6.3 BLOCK 3 - BLOCKED TRANSFERS 

 

6.4 BLOCK 4 - OPERATOR STATIONS 

 

6.5 BLOCK 5 - DEVICE CONTROL 

 

6.6 BLOCK 6 - PROGRAMS 
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6.7 BLOCK 7 - EVENTS 

 

6.8 BLOCK 8 - ACCOUNTS 

 

6.9 BLOCK 9 - TIME SERIES 
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7 MMS SERVICES SUPPORTED 

The table given below indicates the MMS services that are supported by the QSCADA ICCP 
client (column "C") and server (column "S"). 

The MMS-provider used in the QSCADA ICCP supports all of the MMS services listed below. 
 What the table represents is the intersection of the support by the MMS-provider and that of 
the MMS-user (ie. the scan task and server programs). 

As described in paragraph 8.2.4.3 of ISO/IEC 9506-1: 1990(E), support for a confirmed 
service is defined as the ability to receive an indication primitive and properly execute the 
service procedure defined for the responder role.  Support for an unconfirmed service is 
defined as the ability to accept an indication primitive and to pass the parameters to the 
service interface. 

[X] = service is supported 
[-] = service is not supported 

C S MMS Service 

[-] [-] 0 Status 
[-] [X] 1 GetNameList 
[-] [-] 2 Identify 
[-] [-] 3 Rename 
[-] [X] 4 Read 
[-] [X] 5 Write 
[-] [-] 6 GetVariableAccessAttributes 
[-] [-] 7 Define NamedVariable 
[-] [-] 8 DefineScatteredAccess 
[-] [-] 9 GetScatteredAccessAttributes 
    
[-] [-] 10 DeleteVariableAccess 
[-] [X] 11 DefineNamedVariableList 
[-] [X] 12 GetNamedVariableListAttributes 
[-] [X] 13 DeleteNamedVariableList 
[-] [-] 14 DefineNamedType 
[-] [-] 15 GetnamedTypeAttributes 
[-] [-] 16 DeleteNamedType 
[-] [-] 17 Input 
[-] [X] 18 Output 
[-] [-] 19 TakeControl 
    
[-] [-] 20 RelinquishControl 
[-] [-] 21 DefineSemaphore 
[-] [-] 22 DeleteSemaphore 
[-] [-] 23 ReportSemaphoreStatus 
[-] [-] 24 ReportPoolSemaphoreStatus 
[-] [-] 25 ReportSemaphoreEntryStatus 
[-] [-] 26 InitiateDownloadSequence 
[-] [-] 27 DownloadSegment 
[-] [-] 28 TerminateDownloadSequence 
[-] [-] 29 InitiateUploadSequence 
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[-] [-] 30 UploadSegment 
[-] [-] 31 TerminateUploadSequence 
[-] [-] 32 RequestDomainDownload 
[-] [-] 33 RequestDomainUpload 
[-] [-] 34 LoadDomainContent 
[-] [-] 35 StoreDomainContent 
[-] [-] 36 DeleteDomain 
[-] [-] 37 GetDomainAttributes 
[-] [-] 38 CreateProgramInvocation 
[-] [-] 39 DeleteProgramInvocation 
    
[-] [-] 40 Start 
[-] [-] 41 Stop 
[-] [-] 42 Resume 
[-] [-] 43 Reset 
[-] [-] 44 Kill 
[-] [-] 45 GetProgramInvocationAttributes 
[-] [-] 46 ObtainFile 
[-] [-] 47 DefineEventCondition 
[-] [-] 48 DeleteEventCondition 
[-] [-] 49 GetEventConditionAttributes 
    
[-] [-] 50 ReportEventConditionStatus 
[-] [-] 51 AlterEventConditionMonitoring 
[-] [-] 52 TriggerEvent 
[-] [-] 53 DefineEventAction 
[-] [-] 54 DeleteEventAction 
[-] [-] 55 GetEventActionAttributes 
[-] [-] 56 ReportEventActionStatus 
[-] [-] 57 DefineEventEnrollment 
[-] [-] 58 DeleteEventEnrollment 
[-] [-] 59 AlterEventEnrollment 
    
[-] [-] 60 ReportEventEnrollmentStatus 
[-] [-] 61 GetEventEnrollmentAttributes 
[-] [-] 62 AcknowledgeEventNotification 
[-] [-] 63 GetAlarmSummary 
[-] [-] 64 GetAlarmEnrollmentSummary 
[-] [-] 65 ReadJournal 
[-] [-] 66 WriteJournal 
[-] [-] 67 InitializeJournal 
[-] [-] 68 ReportJournalStatus 
[-] [-] 69 CreateJournal 
    
[-] [-] 70 DeleteJournal 
[-] [-] 71 GetCapabilityList 
[-] [-] 72 FileOpen 
[-] [-] 73 FileRead 
[-] [-] 74 FileClose 
[-] [-] 75 FileRename 
[-] [-] 76 FileDelete 
[-] [-] 77 FileDirectory 
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[-] [-] 78 Unsolicited 
[X] [X] 79 InformationReport 
    
[-] [-] 80 EventNotification 
[-] [-] 81 AttachToEventCondition 
[-] [-] 82 AttachToSemaphore 
[X] [X] 83 Conclude 
[-] [-] 84 Cancel 
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